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About This Game

The Thirst of Hearts is a 2D platformer where you play as a little sad Poio, which is out to collect as many hearts as possible.
Your main task is to help Poio and to colle 5d3b920ae0
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Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/7/8/8.1/10

Processor: 1.2 Ghz or faster processor

Memory: 512 MB RAM

English,Russian,Ukrainian

thirst and heart palpitations. thirst and heart problems. thirst and heart failure. the thirst of hearts. thirst and heart attack. the
thirst of hearts steam. thirst and heart disease

Absolute garbage. The third level is just a loop of you falling to your death until you can manage to move off to the left or right,
but then you die to spikes when you jump somewhere else. The controls are stupid, you slide around when you move and when
you jump, you have a chance of not jumping at all and then falling to your death. The double jump is nonfunctional 80% of the
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time and when you fall off the side of a block, you catch it with your body, even if you don't want to. The character sprite looks
like the giant ghost things you find in the Nether of Minecraft, the background is just a bunch of dark blocks, and the sounds are
annoying. Wouldn't recommend this to anybody. Requesting a refund right now.. In advance, this review was written by two
professional game reviewers Azsnee #Uno: Do you want to have deep depression? Do you want to hang yourself? Do you want
to end up on the street with a dirty laptop playing this game? Well you're at the right place! Azsnee #Dos: SIT YOING DONE
THIS AS ING GAME, STUPIDHITBOX AND THAT 1 PIXEL ING HEAD MAKES HIM LOOK LIKE A ING CONDOM
THIS GAME. MAKE SURE YOU SPEND $1.00$ ON SOMETHING BETTER .. Actually that bad, I got a discount on this,
but it wasn't even worth it. Awful mechanics and graphics.. Gr8, ignore the people sayingabout it.. pretty good game. One of the
worst games i've ever played. The controls are bad, the game kills you without you hitting spikes (the game just thinks you do) .
Half of the time it bugs so u cant jump, resulting in yet another death. Horrible game. 10 Cents is to much for this game, maybe
if u were payed 5 euro it would be worth it.. If u think ur good at any game u should play this game cause it will ur mind and I
guess u would have range time with this game and itu off and at this moment u calling this game challenging!. Another "super
hard" game that has incosistent controls making game frustrating. You need to be pixel-accurate, and it's hard considering that
controls doesn't feel very inituitive. So you'll need repeat a lot. Also, there are bugs, with most notable triple-jump (using
spacebar and up-arrow at the same time quickly will make you just higher - sometimes it's even higher, like in 5% of
triplejumps). PS: It's not having cards, actually (yet).
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